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Grey House Publishing Announces the Release of
FPsurvey – Predecessor & Defunct, 2016
Grey House Canada is proud to announce its newest publication, Financial Post Survey – Predecessor
& Defunct, 2016. This title is the first edition to be published by Grey House Publishing Canada and it is a
comprehensive collection of corporate changes which have occurred over the years since 1929 when
Financial Post first began its coverage of the Canadian corporate landscape. This book is a cumulative
record of Canadian corporate changes which have occurred over time. Many factors contribute to the
numerous changes recorded. Effective dates of these changes often reflect those provided by the stock
exchanges or legal dates rather than shareholder or Corporate Registry approval dates.
This volume contains details on corporate changes including:


Amalgamations and mergers



Acquisitions through purchase offers or share exchanges



Incorporation changes



Many one‐public companies that no longer exist; others that are inactive shells



Name changes



Privatizations through share buy‐backs and redemptions



Receiverships



Reorganizations



Reverse takeovers

Information covering such corporate changes for public companies is detailed in this volume. The
companies are listed alphabetically and, where available the description includes the provincial or federal
incorporation and date of the charter. The exchange basis of new shares for old is recorded. Multiple
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corporate actions on each company are dated and grouped under a single company header in
chronological order for ease of reading and referencing. Where current information is available on the
company or in one of the FP Survey coverage’s, a note is indicated.
Details of asset distribution on companies being wound up or liquidated are also recorded.
Companies for which charters have been cancelled or have been struck off provincial registers are
included.
For the past 80 years, the Financial Post Data Group has been Canada’s #1 source for corporate and
financial information on publicly traded companies. The Financial Post provides detailed financial and
securities data, directory information, and media monitoring on thousands of Canadian public companies,
and is known for producing the golden standard of publications for the Canadian financial services
industry.
Don’t delay! Order now to take advantage of this volumes outstanding information on
companies publicly traded and reporting in Canada.

Publisher: Leslie Mackenzie
FPsurvey: Predecessor & Defunct, 2016

ISBN: 978‐1‐68217‐200‐1
List Price: $310.00

Additional Financial Post Data Offerings:




FP Bonds – Corporate
FP Bonds – Government
FP Equities – Preferreds &
Derivatives






FP Survey ‐ Industrials
FP Survey – Mines & Energy
FP Directory of Directors

